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How to succeed as a webcam modelHave you decided to become a webcam model or are you

seriously thinking about it? It's a great way of earning money but, like any other job (especially in the

performing arts), if you don't work at it, you'll never rise above the ranks of the other girls who all

want to make it as a webcam model.In her own, easy to follow, blunt and entertaining manner,

Melissa Harding talks you through what it takes to become a star of your own bedroom and not just

another girl going through the motions for whatever the odd male punter will throw her way. She

gives invaluable advice on the secrets of the webcam model - what to do, when to do it, how to do it,

what props to buy, how to prepare, dealing with strange requests and even coping with complete

weirdos.Throughout, Melissa has two goals in mind - maximizing your income as a webcam model

and minimizing any risk to your person.She describes about finding the right webcam model agency

and how to assess them, where the most money is made during the performance (be prepared for

some surprises) and how to promote yourself (because if you don't, no-one else will). There are a

lot of girls out there doing just what you want to do but most of them are merely going through the

motions of being an average (or worse) webcam model without Melissa's world-weary eye guiding

them.There's even a section on the hardware you'll need to support your career as a webcam

model.One tip alone could pay for this book a thousand times over so think what 30 pages

crammed with them could do. You'll find no sentimentality here - the men are there to pay although

Melissa is sympathetic to why they've come to you and how it's only right that you should give them

the show they want to pay for. After all, that way you both win.If you are an aspiring webcam model,

this book is all you'll need.Approximate size 30 pages.Sample text from 'How to succeed as a

webcam model'.Men are like kids. They want to be told that their chosen 'hot date' is a sensuous

and appealing creature who would make other men stop and rub their eyes. As a consequence, if

all they see is someone in a tee-shirt and jeans (for example), it's hardly going to entice them into

parting with cash â€“ not when there are other girls wearing leopard-skin bikinis, super-tight thongs,

outfits with plunging necklines, stockings and suspenders, schoolgirl or nurse uniforms and so

on.These other girls are offering chilled champagne in fluted glasses and you're providing orange

squash in a chipped mug. There's no competition, is there?This is your first (and possibly your last)

contact with a client therefore your photographs need to flatter and tempt."Don't forget, once you've

read the book, do come back and tell Melissa about your experiences as a webcam model.
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Firstly, this book contains some solid advice for cam models, in regards to the psychology of your

customer, how to present yourself, ideas for cam shows, etc. so it was valuable in that

aspect.However, I was offended by some of the author's statements, emphasizing several times

that we MUST remember that we are "merely vessels for someone else's pleasure". I feel this is an

incredibly dis-empowering and degrading statement for anyone to make about his or herself,

regardless of their line of work.As far as you have not been trafficked into cam modeling or any

other line of sex work, you have a CHOICE to be more than someone else's "vessel". I wonder if

anyone refers to waitresses, massage therapists, meditation gurus, or other people who offer

services to the public as a "vessel for someone else's pleasure".It doesn't matter if cam models are

offering sexual acts. Once you've written yourself off as a "vessel", you've basically dehumanized

yourself, and devalued your work. We can't control how others see us-but we can control how we

view ourselves and the work we do. The fact that a client might see you in this way does not mean

that's what you need to internalize and tell yourself-how does this benefit us at all? How about

positioning cam modeling as something that is an equal exchange, based on what both the model

and client would like to consent and participate in, and at a rate that the model chooses?The idea

that "anything and everything goes unless it causes bodily harm to you or another person" is also

faulty. Models should offer services based on what they as individuals are COMFORTABLE with,



not simply anything the customer wants. Again, this goes in line with the idea that we are only

"vessels". To her credit, she did give solid advice on how to reject certain requests.

Newbie Cam girl here and I have been looking for some direction. Hard to find, even on google. But

this book did a very good job explaining all the need to know information about the webcam

modeling industry.Buy & read it...For the low price.... this book is worth the investment for your

potential income earnings in the near future.

It was really very informative and has helped me figure out the needed equipment and attitude. I

tend to be into a lot more kinkier stuff than most women so I don't think I'll have trouble handling the

odd requests. ^-^

Good Information for the beginner. I wish there was a book about installing and using webcams that

was not dated 1990 and 2001 like the ones I recently bought ... but this book was informative to my

friends.

while this did have some important advice i feel like i could honestly sum it all up in this review right

here. if you've already done research or have started camming i would not suggest this book. if you

are truly, truly without information this can be your "baby's first guide to camming'. i have full respect

for the author, she had great advice and knew exactly how to word it. it's just that the information

should be common sense. like i said, if this is the first step in your research then go for it also, if you

are already in the business and failing to make it then this might be for you.

I started camming and wanted to reasearch as much as i could. This is a spot on, "How to

Succeed..." bible. if you want to succeed and want to gain great tips Read this! Myavixen.cam.com

I'm a new model and this helped sooo much. I feel as though it touched all the bases for beginners.

It would be nice if another book was written for an intermediate level. :)

Looked everywhere for a book like this...finally something that gives some real information! Was

very helpful....hope this author writes more on this topic, very enjoyable!
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